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Mr Sean L'Estrange; Dr Mike Nahan 

SYNERGY — COMPETITION 

903. Mr S.K. L’ESTRANGE to the Minister for Energy: 
There have been claims in this house that Synergy is misusing its market power and engaging in anticompetitive 
conduct. Can the minister please inform the house of what action he is undertaking to address such claims? 

Dr M.D. NAHAN replied: 
I thank the member for the question; it is a very important issue. Way back in 2006, Labor put in a change to the 
market arrangements for electricity in the south west interconnected system and it basically opened anything 
over 50 megawatts to competition. Of course, at that time Synergy and Verve were by far the dominant players, 
so it opened a state entity to competition from the private sector. That is the system we had. As time went on, we 
made a decision to combine Verve and Synergy some years ago. At that time we put in a number of safeguards 
to ensure that we put some limits on the ability of the new Synergy to compete. We did a couple of things: we 
separated wholesale from retail, we put ring-fencing around the issue, we had the Auditor General audit it, and 
we also required the Economic Regulation Authority to assess it. I understand that the ERA is in the process of 
assessing it. Also at that time members will remember that, because I am committed to ensuring competition, 
I put in as full-time chairman of Synergy the former chairman of the ERA, Lyndon Rowe, who is committed to 
putting competition into the system. 

We have received a number of accusations from people in the private sector, which the Leader of the Opposition 
read out in here as fact the other day, who have alleged predatory pricing and uncompetitive actions by Synergy. 
I have met with them all. I have discussed it with them. As I indicated, I went back to Synergy and asked it to 
give me an understanding of how it is operating and also a letter from the board committing to not engage in 
predatory pricing or uncompetitive activity. The problem with the private sector is that when Synergy was set up, 
it was by far the dominant player in the market. Over the last four years in the contestable market, Synergy’s 
share has plummeted; Synergy’s share in the contestable market has dropped 28 per cent in the last four years. 
How can predatory pricing or anticompetitive behaviour be alleged when its market share is plummeting? When 
I put that to the private sector, they said, “Uh huh! I don’t know.” I told all the private sector people that if they 
have a complaint about predatory pricing, they will have to explain how that is working when Synergy’s share is 
plummeting, but I also told them to go to the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission. The ACCC is 
the regulator for competition. 

This comes down to the issue that Labor set up a system whereby Synergy, a state-owned entity, competes with 
the private sector. The private sector is trying to impose special conditions on Synergy. At the same time, last 
week the opposition came out and accused Synergy of inappropriately spending money for business purposes; 
that is, the opposition accused Synergy of spending a little over $80 000 last year on corporate boxes, amongst 
other things. Synergy did that to compete with Alinta and other private parties. I might add that when Labor was 
last in government, Synergy and Verve spent over $500 000 doing the same thing. We have cut it by 80 per cent! 
What the opposition is really saying is that Synergy should not be allowed to compete with the private sector; it 
should not be able to invite businesses to the box, whether it is to see the Dockers or the Eagles, to compete, just 
like Alinta, Perth Energy and everybody else does. Members opposite want competition, but they want to 
hamstring Synergy, and therefore incur an additional cost to taxpayers onto the operations. Opposition members 
are hypocrites. They spin more. They are trying to set up a system in which the public sector must compete with 
the private sector but they are trying to inhibit the public sector from doing so. As a result, they are trying to 
incur greater subsidies from taxpayers to Synergy. 
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